
BRENTANOS THESIS

The thesis proposed in Brentano's Psychology from an Empirical Standpoint () that it is the intentionality or directedness
of mental states that marks off the mental from the physical. From: Brentano's thesis in The Oxford Dictionary of
PhilosophyÂ». Related content in Oxford.

The other three criteria are: psychological phenomena â€” and only those â€” are presentations or phenomena
based upon presentations; they seem to have no spatial extension; and have not only intentional, but also
actual existence. This distinctionbetweenprimaryand secondaryobjectsquickly gives rise to
intractableproblems. Franz Brentano, DP  However, the claim that bodily sensation is a form of perception of
one's own body was defended in the 's by D. London: Routledge,  Genetic or physiological psychology
shouldn't seek causal explanationsbefore the phenomenato be explained are correctly described PES  In his
Psychology Brentano held that two presentations can differ only in the object, towards which they are
directed. On the other hand, the focus can be placed on what guaranteesthe very success of this power to refer.
Briefly, if intentional objects are to be construed adverbiallyin this manner,the danger is that all acts would be
quite distinct from each other in kind, infinitely multiplying mental acts, an objection which has been well 
Consequently, if we have a mental act of a very low intensity, our inner perception of the act or, as he puts it,
our secondary consciousness of it will also have a very low intensity. Logic, according to Brentano, is the
practical discipline that is concerned with judgments; i. Matthews, 'Commentaryon Caston', in John J. JSTOR
is a not-for-profit organization founded in to build trusted digital archives for scholarship. At times Brentano
employs the Scholastic terminologywe have alreadyencountered in Caterus,seeing the relationof a thinkerto an
object as merely an 'extrinsicdenomination'andnot a real relationalproperty PES n3. The psychologist draws on
the intimate knowledge concerning her own current mental phenomena that she gains through inner perception
which, as we shall see below, is to be distinguished from inner observation. Thinking of intentionality in this
way, as a relation to intentional objects, leads to three classic "paradoxes of intentionality" Thau , ch. Neither
the direct nor the oblique mode here imply an existing object. At the same time, however, he explicitly
defends the claim that psychology is the theoretical science on which practical disciplines of logic, ethics, and
aesthetics are based. TwardowskiinterpretsBrentanoin this way: the primary object is the physical
phenomenonand the secondaryobject of the act is 'the act and contenttakentogether',65now both considered as
belonging to innerconsciousness. A person a is taller than another person b, for example, only if both a and b
exist and a is, in fact, taller than b. When former students of his took a critical approach to his own work,
however, when they criticized some of his doctrines and modified others to adapt them for their own goals,
Brentano reacted bitterly. Like my thinking about the city of Paris, all these acts are intentionally directed
towards an object, with the difference, however, that their objects do not really exist. He acknowledgesa
certaindepthin mental content however, when he distinguishesbetween the explicit and implicit content.
According to Brentano, philosophical progress takes place in circles. In Brentano revised and reissued the
second book separately, under the title On the Classificationof Mental Phenomena.


